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Abstract 
The satisfaction of confidentiality demands in multi-level logic-based databases 
requires a distortion of the database's intended model. This work focuses on 
distortions incurred by changes in a database's name-space, ie its signature. 
We define extensions to a universal name-space which preserve a database's 
static and dynamic semantics. They are useful for achieving a high degree of 
confidentiality. The extensions can be embedded into the partial order of the 
security levels, which yields a set of hierarchical name-spaces. This hierarchy 
can be used to reflect both the sharing of protection units across security levels 
and the demands to keep them confidential. 
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lINTRODUCTION 

A database is generally regarded as an image of a given section of the real
world. The various elements of the database are defined in such a way that they 
can be identified with many important elements of the real-world section. In 
particular, a logic-based database can represent entities* of the real-world sec
tion, properties of entities, snapshots of the state of the properties and invari-
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ants of the snapshots. It can also track changes in the real-world section by 
changing the snapshots. All these aspects are covered by the theory of open 
logic-based databases. 

A secure database must meet additional availability, integrity and confiden
tiality demands. The word additional indicates that a secure database is an 
extension to an open database and must not be defined in contravention of 
open databases' principles. Analogous with the conception of open databases, 
a secure database should represent an image of a secure real-world section. 

Confidentiality demands arise in many situations of the daily life. Some are 
dictated by the law and others are stated by a company or a person to protect 
its or his interests. Referring to a particular real-world section, an explicit con
fidentiality demand names an element of its as the object of confidentiality and 
a person from whom this object should be kept confidential. 

This work deals with the meaning and the enforcement of confidentiality 
demands whose objects of confidentiality are entities of the real-world section. 
It is a continuation of the work of Spalka/Cremers (1996). 

In the real world adults seem to need little advice on how to keep an entity 
secret from another person. Limited only by their imagination there are 
undoubtedly countless ways. One way which a database can handle in an ele
gantly, relies on the naming of the entities. Let us consider a short example. 

Suppose person A has written a report which should be kept secret from 
person B. A names this report R. First of all, A hides the report from Bin a safe 
place. As an additional protection measure A can choose a name R, which is not 
an element of B's language. If B has no command of, eg, Russian or Chinese 
but A does, then A can name the report xano6a or I~. Then B can neither 
name this report in a question nor assign the same name to one of his reports. 
This situation has at least two advantages. With respect to the first aspect, A 
will never have to lie to B about the secret report With respect to the second, 
B can never - depending on the naming rules - cause a naming confusion or a 
naming conflict 

The purpose of this example is to manifest that differing name-spaces are a 
valuable means for the enforcement of confidentiality demands referring to 
entities. On the other hand, it is clear that this example is not intended to be 
directly implemented in a secure database. Well, there are database products, 
eg, Microsoft Access, that can work with many languages in addition to Eng
lish, even with Russian and Chinese. In view of the prospective applications of 
secure databases, the real problem is that, though possible, it is not that simple 
to teach these languages to the database users. 

Structured name-spaces represent a more appropriate modelling of this 

* In books on databases or on logic, eg Barwise (1991) or Cremers/Griefahn/Hinze 
(1994), usually the word object is used here. However, in the field of security, an object 
denotes a unit of protection. To avoid confusion, we have decided to use the word entity 
instead - though we are aware it is overloaded in other fields. 
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example. Before we introduce our approach in databases, let us take a brief 
look at two prominent cases in which structured name-spaces are already in 
use: directory-structured file systems and the handling of classified docu
ments. In the first case, the name of a file has the form (a, b ), a is the name of 
a directory and b is the name of the file local to this directory. The wish to 
group related files and the need for a large name-space without long local 
names were among the original aims of adopting a directory structure. The 
usefulness of directories for the administration of access rights was soon real
ised, eg, the assignment of a home directory to each user. In the second case, 
the name of a classified document has also the form (a, b ). Here, a, the classi
fication, is a security level and b is any name. The documents a person can 
read, create and modify are determined by comparing his clearance, which is 
also a security level, with the documenf s classification. In both cases, the com
ponents of a name (a, b) play the same roles. The name b is an element of a 
universal name-space Qi*, ie a string of characters over an alphabet Ql that com
prises the representable characters, eg, the letters of the English alphabet. 
Since each directory and each security level has its own name-space, Qi* is a 
local name-space. The component a represents a name-space selector. Lastly, 
the set of all possible names (a, b) constitutes the global universal name-space. 
With respect to the confidentiality of an entitywith the name (a, b), if the selec
tor a is unavailable to a user u, then u cannot address (a, b) nor can he create 
an entity with the name (a, b). Thus this constellation supports the efforts to 
keep the existence of (a, b) secret from u. 

Let us now turn our attention to databases. First of all, we would like to 
stress that logic-based databases offer an excellent framework for the study of 
the meaning, the properties and the effects of new database elements. Logic is 
today a well-understood formal instrument and the notion of logic model is a 
succinct and elegant description of data semantics. From a practical perspec
tive, logic-based databases comprise also relational databases - as soon as the 
desirable formulae are established it is easy to get down to tables and rows. 
Lastly, and this is very important, this approach encourages a clear separation 
of declarative and procedural concepts. 

The name-space of a logic-based database, ie its language, is determined by 
its signature. Specific to databases, the signature comprises an infinite set of 
only constant function symbols and a finite set of predicate symbols. The func
tion symbols represent a pool out of which terms are constructed. The sole 
purpose of a ground, ie variable-free, term is to serve as a name for a particular 
entity of the real-world section. The set of ground terms thereby comprises the 
names that can be assigned to these entities. A predicate symbol is used to 
express a simple statement on one or more entities' property or relationship. A 
ground atomic formula is a concrete statement on the entities named by the 
formula's terms.* Its truth value is determined by the database's intended 

* More complex statements can be expressed by forming more complex formulae. 
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model. Speaking in a more illustrative manner, the set of predicate symbols 
corresponds to the names of all (base and derived) relations, the set of ground 
terms to possible attribute values and the set of ground atomic formulae to 
possible tuples in the relations' extension. 

This situation represents a flat name-space. To refer to an entity one just 
has to know its name, ie the ground term that has been assigned to it; similarly, 
each property can be referred to by its predicate symbol. Since both the 
ground terms and the predicate symbols are sets, there can never be distinct 
entities or distinct properties that go by the same name. 

Any serious database product can deny access to a relation to a user. In 
response to a command that refers to such a relation the database rejects the 
command, usually with the explanation that this relation is unknown or unde
fined. This behaviour is perfectly in accord with the theoretical side. We have 
created an individual signature for a user. Its set of predicate symbols is a sub
set of the open database's predicate symbols - there is no change in the func
tion symbols. But, at present, it is not possible to restrict the function symbols 
for a user nor to give him a set of private function symbols. With respect to 
both deficits, there is no way a database will reject an update command on the 
grounds that a ground term is unknown or undefined. And a select command 
will always return an answer-set, even if it is empty. 

Spalka/Cremers (1996) introduced a secure logic-based database, in which 
objects of confidentiality are ground atomic formulae. The authors defined the 
formal meaning of a confidentiality demand by characterising the difference 
between the open database's intended model and one that can be said to satisfy 
the demand. This approach retains the original open database, which corre
sponds to the intended state of affairs, and yields a set of deliberately falsified 
individual databases. It is essential to realise that this step has not created a 
group of new alien databases. They all still refer to the same real-world section: 
the original open database captures its intended image, and an individual, falsi
fied one presents a distorted image of it 

In this work we extend that approach and impose the structure of a global 
universal name-space on the sets of terms and predicate symbols. The local 
subspaces are those of open databases. The choice and the handling of the 
name-space selectors is the part relevant to security. We show, firstly, that the 
most general case of sharing and hiding, ie when a user can share an entity 
with any other group of users or keep it secret from them, corresponds to 
choosing the users' power set as the set of name-space selectors. And, sec
ondly, the identification of security levels with name-space selectors yields a 
canonical interpretation of confidentiality demands stated for terms and predi
cate symbols. These extensions preserve all semantic properties of open data
bases and all security properties of the database of Spalka/Cremers (1996). 

The subsequent section introduces the fundamentals of open logic-based 
databases. Section 3 deals with previous works in this field. Beginning with 
some prominent algebraic and logical approaches, it presents a concise yet 
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complete definition of the database of Spalka/ Cremers (1996). Section 4 com
prises the main results of this work. Their application is illustrated with two 
examples in section 5. Lastly, the conclusion summarises the main results of 
this work and presents a brief outlook. 

2 LOGIC-BASED DATABASES 

An alphabet Q1 is a non-empty and finite set of symbols, such that any string of 
Ql's elements has a unique decomposition into Ql's elements. Qf* denotes the set 
of strings of finite length of elements of Qf. Let F = Q{* be the (infinite) set of 
function symbols, P !:;;;; Q{* a finite set of predicate symbols, and p F : F-+ { 0} 
and p : P-+ N0 the functions determining the arity of the symbols. Then 
I = (Qf, P, p) is a database signature. Let V be an infinite set of variables. 
Then T(I) = F U V is the set of terms over the signature I. T c(I) = F is 
the subset of ground terms. 

A(I) = {P(t1, .. ., tn) I P E P, p(p) = n, ti E T(I), i = 1, .. ., n} is the set 
of atomic formulae over I and Ac(I) the subset of ground atomic formulae. 
With a E A(I), a is a positive literal and -.a a negative literal. The first order 
language over the signature I is the smallest set L(I) with the following prop
erties: A(I) !:;;;; L(I) ; if <p, tjJ E L(I) , then ( <p) V ( tjJ) E L(I); if <p E L(I) , then 
-. ( <p) E L(I); if <p E L(I) and XE V, then VX : <p E L(I) . L0(I) is the subset 
of closed formulae, viz, all variables of a <p E L0(I) are quantified. A normal 
clause is a closed formula a +- A1 A ... A An in which all variables are 
assumed to be universally quantified, a E A(I) is the clause's head and 
A1 A ... A An, a conjunction of literals, its body. A clause is range-restricted if 
any variable that occurs in the clause occurs also in a positive literal in its body. 
C R(I) is the set of range-restricted clauses over I. 

Let D and Q be sets such that there is a mapping w FE Q, w F : F-+ D and 
for each p E P, p(p) = n, there is a w P E Q , w p : Dn -+ {True, False}. Then 
M(I) = (D, Q) is an interpretation for the signature I. Alternative notations 
for restrictions to M(I) = (D, Q): 

• for ground atomic formulae MA(I): Ac(I)-+ {True, False}* 
• for closed formulae: M0(I) : L0(I) -+ {True, False} 

If V<p E ct>: M 0(I)(<p) =True, ct>!:;;;; L0(I), then M(I) E Mod(cI>), ie M(I) is a 
model of ct>. M(I) = (D, Q) is a Herbrand-interpretation (or respectively a 
Herbrand-model if D = T c(I) and w F = id . '¥ !:;;;; L0(I) is a logical conse
quence of ct>, ct> 1= '¥,if Mod( cl>) !:;;;; Mod('¥). 

We assume that the intended semantics of a set ct> !:;;;; L0(2:.) is defined by its 
completion t with respect to I, comp(cI>, I). 

* Some works define a model as M~ 1(~)(frue) k Ac(~). 
t Cf, eg, Das (1992) or Cremers/Griefahn/Hinze (1994). 
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Let"i. be a database signature, C ~ L0Ci.), Mod(C) ;t 0, afinite set of closed 
formulae over "£. and I~ C R("i.) a finite set of safe clauses over "£. such that 
Mod( comp(/,"£.)) ;t 0 and comp(/,"£.) 1= C. Then D = ("£., C, /) is a logic
based database with completion semantics. "£. defines the database language, C 
is the set of integrity constraints, I is a valid present state and the intended 
semantics of I is defined by the unique Herbrand-model M("i.) = (D, Q) of 
comp(/,"£.). 

A transaction r - in a declarative notion - is a partitioned set r = o U 1, 

r ~ Ac("i.) . The application of r to M("i.) yields an interpretation M'("i.) , such 
that: 

• M("i.)(o) = True and M'("i.)(o) = False, 
• M("i.)(1) = False and M'("i.)(1) = True , and 
• M("i.)(a) = M'("i.)(a) for any a E Ac("i.)\r. 

If M'("i.) E Mod(C), then r is accepted and M'("i.) becomes the present model 
of D; otherwise r is rejected. r is a singleton-update if lrl = 1 . 

3 PREVIOUS WORKS 

3.1 Algebraic approaches 

Most algebraic approaches are based on the multi-level relational data model 
introduced by Denning et al (1987). This model does not mention name-spaces 
explicitly and a formal definition of its signature yields only a flat name-space. 
However, the model leaves the impression that the assignment of access 
classes to the elements of a tuple also intends to structure the name-space. 

Various problems of this model have already been observed by its inven
tors. Those related to the name-space in particular have been aptly stated by 
Gajnak (1988). The author investigates the adaptability of the entity-relation
ship modelling to multi-level security requirements and identifies three funda
mental principles of multi-level databases which must not be violated*. The 
important semantic determinacy principle states that ' ... factual dependencies 
should be non-ambiguous•t. This property is violated by Sea View's treatment 
of polyinstantiation and the author gives an example in which polyinstantiation 
can mean that: one database entry is an alias for another one, a secret entry 
has been leaked or the two entries refer to two real world objects. He con
cludes aptly that in this situation referential integrity as such must be ambigu
ous. Regrettably, the author's final advice - which we strongly support - that 
' ... the determinacy principle should be supported directly by multi-level 
secure data models'~ has been given little attention in the following years. 

* Gajnak (1988):189. 
t Gajnak (1988):183. 
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Though implicitly, Sandhu/Jajodia (1992a) also deal with naming conflicts 
in Sea View. The work proposes to use polyinstantiation for cover stories only.* 
For the implementation of a cover story the authors use the special value, 
'restricted', which was introduced in Sandhu/Jajodia (1990) and Sandhu/Jajo
dia (1992b). The authors demand that primary keys must not be polyinstanti
ated, ie, a primary key is unique regardless of its access class. Three ways to 
achieve this are suggested: 'Make all keys visible't, 'Partition the domain of the 
primary key'~ and 'limit insertions to be done by trusted subjects only'**. The 
first suggestion says that a flat name-space is fine if confidentiality demands for 
function symbols are not admitted. The second one would violate the name
space's property of being a universal one. And the third one shifts the problem 
of name-spaces to that of update rights. 

3.2 Logical approaches 

Among the first works which consider non-uniform name-spaces are Thurais
ingham (1991) and Thuraisingham (1992). Based on the conviction that stand
ard logic is inadequate, the author attempts to formalise the rules and proper
ties of mandatory access control models in N1ML, a non-monotonic logic. 

Although NTML has been shown to be not soundtt, Garvey et al (1992) 
present a similar idea of hiding function symbols. This work introduces a multi
level database as a collection of databases. The data of each database is a the
ory of the function-free subset of first-order logic. H An access class can be 
assigned to a function symbol, a predicate symbol or a whole fact. In the first 
two cases, the structure of access classes induces an analogous structure of 
first-order languages. However, this does not hold for the third case if the data
base is polyinstantiated. *** The main problem of this view is that the idea to 
keep a function symbol secret is not examined with respect to its compatibility 
with the usual database modelling approach, which assumes a universal name
space. Promising though the authors' observations are, until today the 
approach has not been further developed. 

t Gajnak (1988):189. 
* We note that this is an assumption contrary to that of Sandhu/} ajodia (1991). 
t Sandhu/Jajodia (1992a):315. 
t ibid 
** ibid:316. 
tt Garvey et al (1992):160. 
H At this point, however, the authors do not state how to find the intended model of 
such a theory. They realise that a straight application of the Closed World Assumption 
may lead to a contradiction. To omit this problem, they propose to view the theory as a 
set of beliefs, yet without specifying the intended model. 
*** Garvey et al (1992):160. 
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3.3 Secure logic-based databases with 
a common name-space 

Spalka/Cremers (1996) present an axiomatic interpretation of security-level
based security policies in logic-based databases that establishes database prop
erties as proofs from only a few assumptions. Since confidentiality demands 
can be stated only for ground atomic formulae, the authors define a secure 
logic-based databases with a common name-space. One of its important prop
erties is the independence of the semantics from any particular confidentiality 
demands, ie, the addition or removal of confidentiality demands does not affect 
the semantics of the data nor the notion of integrity. The database of Spalka/ 
Cremers (1996) is defined as follows. 

MCP = ( U, 0, (S, s ), G) is an instance of a security-level-based confiden
tiality policy such that U is a set of individuals; 0 is a set of protection units; S 
is a set of security levels on which a partial order's' is defined; G: U U 0-+ S 
is a labelling-function that assigns a security level to each individual and protec
tion unit; and with respect to the legal obligation that The dissemination of 
information of a particular security level (including sensitivity level and any 
compartments or caveats) to individuals lacking the appropriate clearances for 
that level is prohibited by law*• the following Primitive Mandatory Require
ment is satisfied: o E 0 should be kept secret from u E U if G(o) s G(u) does 
not hold. 

Let D = (k, C, I) be an open database with the intended model M(k). For 
each s E S there is a database Ds = (Ls, Cs, 15 ) with a unique intended Her
brand-model M(Ls) for Ls. M(I) is the image of the open world-section and 
any M(Is) is a distortion thereof. The distortion of M(Is) with respect to 
M(k) is recorded in its distortion-log Ps = (As, Xs, Zs). Ps is a partition of 
Ac(k) such that (1), (2) and (3) hold. 

Va EAs: ~(Is)(a) = MA(L)(a) 

Va EXs: ~(Is)(a) = -iMA(L)(a) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The common name-space is due to the assumption that Ls = I for alls ES, 
ie Ps = (As, X 5, 0). 

A unit of protection can be any ground atomic formula a E Ac(L). The 
intended meaning of the primitive mandatory requirement for ground atomic 
formulae is as follows. 

Let a E Ac(L) and s ES. If G(a) s s does not hold and a E Ac(Ls), then 

* Landwehr (1981):249. 
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~(l:)(a) = --.MA(l:)(a),ieaEXS. 
A user u E U can query and update a database Ds if G(u) ~ s.We denote a 

transaction submitted by u and applied to Ds with ru s = o U t, r ~ Ac(l:5). 

The powers of u E U are expressed as update-rights Rc(u) ~ Ac(l:c(u)): 
r u s is rejected if r u s n Rc(u) ;I!: r u 5 • Congruent with the meamng of powers, 
the assumption Observance of Powers states that the database is not allowed 
to ignore a transaction a user is entitled to execute, ie RG(u) ~ AG(u)' This -
presumably common-sense assumption - has two important implications. 

The first one is the Update Truthfulness lemma. Suppose that the applica
tion of the transaction ru s• s = G(u), to M(l:s) yields M(l:s). If ru s is 
accepted by Ds, then it is also propagat~d to D, ie, it is also applied to D and the 
following condition holds: Va E ru 5 : M(l:s) = M(l:). 

The second one is the Subordinate Validity lemma. If r u s is accepted by 
D s• then it is also accepted by D. ' 

Lastly, the assumption is made that the database does not need to be a 
user's only source of information on the real-world section. For a user u E U 
the set K5 ~ Ac(l:s), s = G(u), expresses u's assumed special knowledge on 
the real-world section. Informally, Ks comprises those facts the truth value of 
which u can inspect without consulting the database. Formally, it is the condi
tion that Va E Ks : ~(l:s)(a) = MA(l:)(a). An immediate consequence of it 
is the Observance of Knowledge lemma: KG(u) ~ Ac(u) for any u E U. 

The satisfaction of confidentiality demands is not unconditional. The data
base is required to ascertain beforehand the circumstances of several events. 
Just as any transaction will be rejected if integrity is violated, a confidentiality 
demand will be rejected if any of the above-defined invariants is violated. The 
success depends on the ability to find a distortion of the affected models that 
respects these invariants. Given a particular confidentiality demand, the 
enforcement method used by Spalka/Cremers (1996) relies on aliases, ie, on 
the additional reversal of one or more facts' truth values. · 

4 STRUCTURED AND HIERARCHICAL NAME-SPACES 

In an open logic-based database the signature l: = (Qr, P, p) defines a flat 
name-space. It is not possible to remove from it nor to add to it single ground 
terms without destroying its universal name-space property. Our approach pre
serves this property on a local basis by replacing the flat name-space with a 
global name-space that comprises several local universal name-spaces. 

As outlined in the introduction, an element of the global name-space is a 
tuple (a, b) such that a designates a local name-space and b is an element of the 
local name-space. The formal extension is straightforward. Given a universal 
name-space Q{* and a set E, we define N = E x Q{* to be a global universal 
name-space.Eis a prefix-set which comprises the names (or selectors) of the 
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local name-spaces, and (a, b) EE x Ql*. 

The usefulness of this extension with respect to a particular application 
depends on a suitable choice of the prefix-set and on the allocation of name
space selectors to the application's users. We first take a look at the most gen
eral situation - it can be subsequently tailored to any special requirements con
cerning the sharing and the confidentiality of the global name-space's ele
ments. 

Let Ube a set of users and Ql* a universal name-space. Firstly, set E to the 
power-set of U, E = 'l)(U). Then for each e E E Ne = { e} x Ql* represents a 
local universal name-space. Secondly, assign to each user u E U a set 
Eu!;;;;; {e EE I u Ee}. And, lastly, define u's name-space, Nu, as 

Nu= LJ Ne. 
eEE,, 

Then N = U Nu is the application's global universal name-space. 
uEU 

There are two reasons for this definition. 
The first one is the possibility of using name-space selectors for the expres

sion of both the separation and the sharing of name-spaces among users. Let 
e E E. Then the entities designated by the elements of Ne = { e} x Ql* are 
supposed to be shared among the users u E e and kept secret from the users 
u E U\e. For example, if the user u E U should have an exclusive private 
local name-space, then we add the selector { u} E E to his set of name-space 
selectors Eu. If there should be a name-space shared by the group of users 
u1, ... , uk, then we add the selector {u1, ... , uk} EE to all Eu, ... , Eu . Set
ting Eu = { e E E I u E e} gives the maximum flexibility. Here,1 each us~r has 
a private name-space and shares a name-space with any other group of users. 

The second reason is the canonical partial order defined by the inclusion 
relation on a power set. It subsumes any partial order on the set's elements in 
the following sense. Let ( S, s) be a partial order. Then there is a unique subset 
E !;;;;; 'l)(S) such that ( S, s) and ( E, 2) are isomorphic, ie, there is a bijective 
function h : S-+ E such that s1 s s2 ~ h(s1) 2 h(s2), s1, s2 ES, ands E h(s). 

On these grounds we can express the extension to the database defined in 
section 3.3 in a very succinct way. Let MCP = ( U, 0, (S, s ), G) be the given 
instance of a security-level-based confidentiality policy. The main step is to find 
the partial order (E, 2) isomorphic to (S, S). Then define the open database 
D = (L, C, l) such that N = E x Ql* is the global universal name-space of 
L = ( N, P, p), P C N and p : P -+ N 0. With every security level s E S there 
is an associated database Ds = (Ls, Cs, ls). As shown above, the name-space 
of D s is a collection of local universal name-spaces from among N. 

Define Ls = (Ns, Ps,Ps) such that Es = {e EE I s Ee}, Ns = U Ne, 
Ps = {P E P I p E Ns} and p s = p IP . e E E. 

s 
We can eliminate (E, 2) in a simple transformation. The result is a defini-

tion that refers only to the security levels S. For the function h : S -+ E is bijec-
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tive, we can define D = (I, C,J) with I = (N, P,p) such that N = S x Q!*, 
Pc N and p : P-+ N0 . Replace the inclusion with the partial order on S. Let 
Bs = {s' ES I s's s}. Then set Ns = Bs x Q!*, Ps = {PEP Ip E Ns} 
and Ps = Pjp , and define Is = (Ns, Ps,Ps) and Ds = (Is, Cs, ls). 

s 
Lastly, we define the security semantics of the extension, ie, the meaning of 

a confidentiality demand stated for ground terms or predicate symbols. A unit 
of protection can be any ground term t E T c(I) and any predicate symbol 
p E P. The intended meaning of the primitive mandatory requirement for 
ground terms and predicate symbols is as follows. 

Let w = (a, b) be a ground term or a predicate symbol and s E S. If 
G(w) s s does not hold, then w ~ T c<Is) and w ~ Ps, ie w E Zs. 

We immediately see that a necessary condition for the satisfaction of a con
fidentiality demand for w = (a, b) is a :? G(w) . 

To conclude the theoretical part, we note that in our database - like in 
every logic-based database with a unique intended model- there are no NULL 
values. There are good reasons for their exclusion.* Speaking in a colloquial 
manner, NULL-values make the semantics of even open databases messy. For 
example, just by looking at a database there is no way to tell if a NULLvalue 
means that a value is unknown or if the attribute is not applicable here. 
Although we have not investigated it formally, the corresponding works on 
open databases indicate that their use for confidentiality purposes will not 
make the situation any less confusing. 

Let us briefly restate the semantic properties of this database. The open 
database D = (I, C, l) and its intended model M(I) capture at all times the 
image of the open real-world section. If there is a user from whom nothing is 
kept secret, then this is his database. The database at a security levels ES, 
Ds = (Is, Cs, ls), and its intended model M(Is) capture an image of the same 
open real-world section as D = (I, C, I). Due to confidentiality demands, this 
image can be distorted. Speaking somewhat loosely, the distortion-log 
Ps = (As, Xs, Zs) keeps track of the - deliberately introduced - lies, Xs, and 
the- also deliberately withdrawn - missing information, Zs. A query submitted 
to Ds is always evaluated with respect to M(Is). This means that no trusted 
user is ever confusedt, we do not have to guess about versions, degrees of 
interest or recency*, nor do we have to deal with imprecise beliefs**. The 
acceptance of update operations, which can be combined with the specification 
of confidentiality demands, is subject not only to the integrity constraints but to 
all invariants, eg, the Observance of Powers assumption and the Subordinate 
Validity lemma - they all must always be satisfied. 

* A detailed discussion of this issue and an approach to making NULL-values precise 
can be found, eg, in Reiter (1984). 
t Cf Wiseman (1989). 
t Cf Denning et al (1987). 
** Cf Smith/Winslett (1992). 
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5 TWO MODELLING EXAMPLES 

5.1 A small transport company 

Let us illustrate the application of our theory in an example of a of a company 
that transports goods in cars. 

Suppose that the alphabet Qt comprises the letters of the English alphabet 
and the digits 0 through 9, and that S = {11, 12, 13, 14} contains four security 
levels such that 11 > 12 > 14 and 11 > 13 > 14 . The company represents its data 
in three relations: (14, base), (14, cargo) and (12, value). The first one, (14, base), 
stores the company's cars; (14, cargo) stores the assignment of cargoes to cars; 
and (12, value) tells us a cargo's value in USD. The choice of 14, the lowest secu
rity level, as the name-space selector for (14, base) and (14, cargo) reflects the 
fact that every user knows, or needs to know, that the company keeps a record 
of its cars and the cargo assignments. The selector 12 tells us that only users 
with a clearance of 11 or 12 are supposed to know that the cargoes' value is also 
stored. Formally, the following predicate symbols are defined: 

• P1 = P1 = {(12, value), (14, base), (14, cargo)} 
1 2 

• P1 = P1 = {(14, base), (14, cargo)} 
At thi mome'ht, the company owns two cars. The first one is parked in front 

of the main entrance and is known to everybody, thus, we name it (14, dog). 
The local part of the name, dog, is arbitrary. The fact that this car is shared 
among all is reflected in its selector 14. The second car is hidden in a secret 
garage of which only users cleared at 11 know-we name it (11, cat). 

Thus, the relation (14, base) comprises two tuples: (14, base)((l4, dog)) and 
(14, base)((l1, cat)). Formally: 

• (14, base)((l4, dog)) is a ground atomic formula of every database's lan
guage: Ac(L) and Ac(Lz ), .. ., Ac(L1 ) 

l 4 
• (14, base)((l1, cat)) belongs, of course, to Ac(L) and only to Ac(L1 ) 

Now suppose that a new car is bought, which, placed in a different s~cret 
garage, should be available to users with a clearance of only 13 and 11. By 
chance, a user at 13 decides to name it cat. Congruent with the confidentiality 
demand and without any naming conflicts, he can enter a new tuple with the 
value (13, cat) into (14, base)*. Formally, (14, base)((l3, cat)) is only an element 
of Ac(L), Ac(Lz ), and Ac(L1 ). 

In the end, tRere is no doJbt about the number of owned cars, who shares 
which car and which car is kept secret from whom. 

Let us now briefly list some more combinations: 
• (14, cargo)((l4, dog), (14,food)), an element of all languages, is a trans

port of a cargo in a car known to everybody; requires no aliases 
• (14, cargo)((l3, cat), (12, liquor)), an element of Ac(L) and Ac(L1 ) only, 

l 

* Since this is a unary relation we do not need aliases here. 
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is a transport known only to 11 in a car known to 11 and 13 of a cargo 
known only to 11 and 12; may require aliases in D1 and D1 

2 3 
• (12, value)((l4,food), (14, 1000)), an element of Ac(I), Ac(I1 ) and 

Ac(I1 ), is a correspondence known only to 11 and 12 of a publid cargo 
and a Public amount; requires no aliases 

• (12, value)((l2, liquor), (11, 2000)), an element of only Ac(I) and 
Ac(I1 ), is a correspondence known only to 11 of a cargo known to 11 
and l21and an amount known only to 11; may require aliases in D1 

2 

5.2 The BelVI.a Padula access control model 

The work of Bell/La Padula (1975) has adapted mandatory controls used in a 
paper-based environment to operating systems. Their mandatory access con
trol system, also called the Bell/La Padula model, is mainly remembered for its 
two access control rules, the Simple-Security-Property and the *-Property. 
Operating systems adhering to this model possess a number of excellent secu
rity properties - the resistance against a broad range of untrustworthy pro
grams is among the ones most often mentioned. 

The model's handling of name-spaces has received little attention. Admit
tedly, the authors do not deal with this issue explicitly. Yet a user can name a 
new object any way he wants and a confidentiality violating naming conflict will 
never occur. The simple reason for this is that each security level has its own 
local universal name-space and the level's name serves as a selector for a 
name-space. The set of selectors available to a user is determined by his clear
ance and comprises all security levels dominated by it. 

In this example we model Bell/la Padula's operating system concepts in our 
database. 

Let MCP = ( U, 0, (S, ::5 ), G) be an instance of a security-level-based con
fidentiality policy. Here, U are subjects. An object o = ((l, v), c) E 0 has a 
structured name (l, v) and a content c. v, c E Ql*, l ES and Ql is the system's 
alphabet, eg, a subset of the ASCII-set. Define the labelling function 
G: UU 0-+ S such that G(o) = l. 

Define the corresponding database D = (I, C,I) with I = (N,P,p) 
such that N = S x Ql*, P = {(z, r), (z, eq)} and p((z, r)) = p((z, eq)) = 2. 
Since both relations are known to everybody, we must assume that there exists 
a smallest element z E S with respect to the partial order on S. The relation 
(z, eq), the equality, is needed to express integrity constraints. (z, r) stores the 
objects in the following way. An object o = ((l, v), c) is represented as the 
tuple (z, r)((l, v), (z, c)). This corresponds to the container-orientated view on 
protection: (l, v) represents both the container's name and protection require
ments and (z, c) the container's content, which is also shielded by the con
tainer's protection. Formally, (z, r)((l, v), (z, c)) is only a ground atomic for
mula of the language of D 1• if l' ~ l. To ensure the uniqueness of the contain-
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ers' names, we define the first attribute of (z, r) to be the relation's primary 
key. 

The observance of the Simple-Security-Property is already guaranteed by 
the definition of our database. A subject u can only query the database D1 if 
G(u) ~ 1. To enforce the *-Property we can restrict the update commands. Let 
-r u 1 = o U t be a transaction. Then G(u) ~ l and -r u 1 has one of the follow-
ing forms: ' 

• INSERT INTO (z, r) VALUES ( (l, <local name v>), (z, <content c>)) 
• DELETE FROM (z, r) WHERE <any condition> AND name= (l, *) 
• UPDATE (z, r) SET content= (z, <content c>) WHERE <any condition> 

AND name = (l, *) 
Note that it is these restrictions that obviate the need for aliases in this 

example of a database. 

6 CONCLUSION 

The theory presented here addresses the semantics and the enforcement of 
confidentiality demands in databases at the level of function symbols and pred
icate symbols. Such a confidentiality demand refers to a symbol's membership 
in a database's language. The theory preserves the syntax and semantics of 
standard open databases. There is no ambiguity with respect to the entities 
and relations of the real-world section of an application. And there is no ambi
guity with respect to the evaluation of queries and integrity constraints - in an 
equijoin the unique names within the joined attribute will always compute the 
standard result and a foreign-key constraint will always unequivocally point to 
the corresponding tuples. 
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